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Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems are nowadays widely used as means to implement the security requirements: secret exchange, data confidentiality and
integrity, authentication and non-repudiation. Authentication protocols based
on the Elliptic Curve (EC) Diffie-Hellman approach and EC digital signature
standards (ECDSA) Kerry, Secretary & Director (2013) use different ECs over
finite fields, called also Galois fields. The ECs mostly used for authentication are
binary curves, i.e. ECs over binary extended finite fields GF (2n ). Authentication is often implemented in hardware as a specialized ASIC. ECDSA protocols
specify the ECs over binary finite fields GF (2n ) as well as the ECs over prime
finite fields GF (p). Due to the recommendation to the applied key length, i.e.
in ECDSA standard Kerry et al. (2013) and automotive standard ETSI (2017),
the EC P-256 over a prime finite field is often selected for implementations.
The main operation in EC cryptographic protocols is the multiplication of an
EC point P with a long binary scalar k. This operation is denoted as kP , takes
about 95% of a signature generation time and is sensitive to side-channel analysis (SCA) attacks. SCA attacks are physical attacks based on the measurement
and analysis of physical parameters that accompany cryptographic operations:
execution time, power consumed, electromagnetic radiation, etc. All these measurable parameters depend on the implemented algorithm, the electrical circuit
of the cryptographic chip, the manufacturing technology as well as on the processed input data, i.e. on the coordinates of the point P and on the value of the
scalar k. The goal of the attacks is usually to reveal the scalar k. If a single trace
of a kP execution is enough for revealing the scalar k, the attack is classified as
a horizontal attack. Simple power analysis (SPA) and simple electromagnetic
analysis (SEMA) attacks are well-known examples of horizontal attacks.
The kP algorithm implemented in hardware is usually a bitwise processing
of the scalar k, i.e. the processing of each bit of the scalar requires a certain time
and has its own power (or electromagnetic) profile. If the profiles of ‘0’-bits are

distinguishable from the profiles of the ‘1’-bits, the scalar k can be successfully
revealed.
Atomicity and regularity principles are well-known methods to prevent the
success of single-trace SCA attacks, at least simple power analysis (SPA) and
simple electromagnetic analysis (SEMA) attacks. The regularity principle recommends to implement the processing of each bit of the scalar k as the same
sequence of operations to make the profiles indistinguishable from each other.
The atomicity principle proposes to implement the processing of each bit of the
scalar k as multiple sequences of repeatable operations, for example: “multiplication, addition, write-to-register”. We implemented kP algorithms for different
ECs i.e. B-233, B-283, P-224 and P-256. We used the Montgomery ladder with
Lopez-Dahab projective coordinates Hankerson, López & Menezes (2000) for implementing the kP operation for the binary ECs. This algorithm is a well-known
regular algorithm. We used the atomic patterns algorithm Rondepierre (2014)
for implementing the kP operation for the prime ECs. We are able to reveal
the scalar k completely by analysing a single (simulated) power trace. For the
analysis we applied our automatization of SPA. The SCA leakage source is the
key dependent addressing of registers and blocks of the kP design. For ‘0’-bits
registers/blocks differ from those for ‘1’-bits are addressed for writing/reading
the data. Results of our attacks show clearly that regularity as well as atomicity
are not effective against single-trace address-bit attacks, at least if “atoms” are
as big as proposed in Rondepierre (2014).
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